
 
 

23/08/2002:- The 
fourth TOCA game 
is released.  
 
 
Rebadged somewhat in different territories and expanding on the world touring 
cars principal (giving more international appeal), the game was solely focused 
on the driver and career.  Well that was the idea.  In reality it was still about get-
ting a good time and beating your buddy. 
 
Costing three million in production and requiring a 58 strong team to produce 
(Juice Studio, headed as before by Gavin Raeburn), TOCA:Race Driver was first 
announced in 2001.   
 
Handling took a more subtle approach than previously.  Gone was the twitchy 
rear of the cars.  Where once stepping over the edge of the cars limit one found 
a spin inevitable, now the edge of the car has more of a ‘zone’.  From audio 
feedback along with visual, TOCA:Race Driver allowed players to go just beyond 
the limit without disastrous results: One magazine said “ the edge of the cars’ 
abilities is broad enough for you to jazz with them a little” which seemed to sum 
up the new handling very well. 
 
The gaming community had very high hopes for this Playstation 2 version of this 
franchise.  Sadly some things were dropped from previous games, such as work-
ing mirrors and the link-up facility.  It wasn't perfect—there was plenty of pop-
up, some frame-rate issues and graphics had mip-mapping issues leading to ob-
vious changing of textures, which were quite lo-resolution.   
 
Still, there was a lot of new things such as very comprehensive damage, the 
story and neat ability to change the AI difficulty level   Additionally, the competi-
tors AI and audio were both improved.  The story though wasn't very interactive 
and had been done (albeit less pretty) on earlier 16-bit machines. 
 
Whilst Codemasters undeniably issued marketing photography which was clearly 
better than the final product, you have to take your hat off to them for spending 
so much of the machine’s ability on damage models, AI and having 15 cars on 
track.  Removing 10 cars, AI and damage would have allowed them to provide 
graphics many times better but thankfully they provided the more important 
stuff.   
 
The most fun to be had was taking an easily deformed car and ramping up the 
computer AI to 110%.  If you take it for a spin on the hilly tracks, the AI goes 
mental trying to win and this leads to some amazing accidents and debris spin-
ning and flapping about everywhere whilst you try to dodge the problems.  And 
if the AI doesn’t mess up, you will from the immense pressure of knowing 
there’s a lunatic computer driver behind and he’s going to stop at nothing to get 
ahead.  He may or may not make the corner, but he will have a shot at nailing 
you anyway.   A quality game.  And if that didn’t take your fancy, my particular 
favourite was haring around Knockhill and trying to get from the back of the 
pack to the front before the end of the really short lap. 
 
The PC conversion was little improved but plagued with bugs and crashed indis-
criminately. This was one PC game to eBay away. 
 
With the series re-branded TOCA, Codemasters went forward to release TOCA 
2 and 3, each adding new classes of vehicles and tracks.  Irritatingly, Codemas-
ters ceased to include BTCC cars after the first TOCA game. 

 

OOPS! 
Videos, still images, audio clips and even a 3MB downloadable game was released to wet gamers’ appetites.  Pre-release 
press reports suggested that the handling was going to be good and with the promise of more cars and more tracks than 
ever before things were looking good.  Especially since the Viper, Cobra, Impreza and other beauties were to be included 
and at least five UK tracks remained.  This was an exciting prospect.  Indeed, to have a ‘next generation’ update which 
increased the available number of tracks and cars was a stark contrast to other major franchise games which stripped 
down the franchise to speed release.  Once again Codemasters were looking after their fans. Two weeks before PS2 re-
lease, the official magazine run a supposedly 80% complete demo of the Playstation2 version.  Fans on the Codemasters 
forum were shameless in their derisory comments.  One fan posted a picture somehow taken from the game against one 
from the pre-release marketing and asked Codies quite simply “why is there such tremendous difference in the two?” 
Codies remained silent.   When released, it was plagued with minor problems, but all in all, it made a brilliant game.   

AUDIO 
 

There’s nearly no in-game music here.  It’s a simulation.  The 
engine sounds are nice but it’s the crunching crash audio 
that stands out.  As you approach a tough corner the com-
puter controlled cars frighten you into braking too early or 
late and when you do go off, you slide over grass and sand 
like it’s ice— way out of control.  As you slide, you‘re forced 
to screw up your eyes, grit your teeth (or bite your lip) and 
bury your head into your shoulders before the almighty loud 
crash sounds.  You’d cover your ears if you didn’t need 
hands on the pad.   

Progress for racing games in 2002 was astounding, as the first online console racers appeared: (MotoGP for x-box USA and Cap-
com’s Cel shaded racer in Japan) and the first racing game with Dolby Digital (Sega GT for x-box) arrived in the UK.  


